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THE LANGUAGES OF THE LANGOBRADS (2)

chair
Pierluigi Cuzzolin
University of Bergamo

+ Non solo prestiti: calchi e formazioni ibride come fenomeni di amalgamazione
Marina Buzzoni
Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

+ E pluribus una? Storie (indistinte) di dee germaniche
Marco Battaglia
University of Pisa

chair
Domenico Proietti
University of Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli”

+ Dante, i Longobardi e i longobardismi
Francesco Montuori
University of Naples “Federico II”

These lectures are organised within the PRIN 2017 Project - 2017WLBK3Z. Writing expertise as a dynamic sociolinguistic force: the emergence and development of Italian communities of discourse in Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages and their impact on languages and societies

Those interested in participating are invited to write to infolatinitaslangobarda@unina.it for registration.
www.latinitaslangobarda.unina.it